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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets are an indispensable part of modern life. They enable
internet connectivity and provide a range of products and services such as instant communication,
access to music, news and gaming through mobile software applications or “Apps”. Much like
computers, all mobile devices run using an operating system. iOS and Android (run by Apple and
Google respectively) are the major mobile operating systems, having a combined worldwide market
share of 99.28% (as of April 2022).1 In India, Android dominates the market with its market share being
95.1%, while iOS has 3.93%.2
Users usually download apps from digital marketplaces known as app stores. All smartphones come
with at least one native app store pre-installed on the phone - on iOS, it is the App Store and on Android,
it is Google Play3. By virtue of the large market shares of their underlying OS, App Store and Google
Play have today become the dominant stores through which developers distribute apps to mobile users.4
Though some other app stores such as the Amazon App Store, Indus App Bazaar, Microsoft Store, FDroid etc. exist, and one can sometimes also download apps via websites, the volume of downloads
through these channels pales in comparison with the downloads through the App Store and Google Play.
As a result, these stores are often termed “gatekeepers”5 of the app ecosystem.
App stores provide a wide variety of services to both users and developers. They do this by helping
developers connect with users, and by subjecting all apps to checks before they can be published in the
stores. These checks help reduce inappropriate and illegal content. As a result, users can easily find and
securely purchase, download and update their apps. Developers gain too - app stores give them access
to a large market, support app development, and provide various types of feedback through reviews,
etc.
App stores charge a fee to cover the costs of providing these services and for facilitating transactions
between developers and users.6 While many developers only pay a nominal listing fee to publish their
app, the developers who sell digital goods and services are required to pay a set rate of commission on
the purchase of paid apps, subscription services and purchases made within the app - known as “in-app
purchases7” (“IAPs”). The commissions charged vary depending on the type of app and sometimes,
according to the jurisdiction where it operates. The Apple App Store charges either 15 or 30%
commission on purchase of paid apps and IAPs, depending on the type of app. Similarly, Google Play
charges either 15 or 30%, but this was not strictly enforced until recently. Other stores like the Microsoft
Store charge 12% for games and 15% for other apps and the Epic Games Store charges 12%.8
That being said, the major focus of this issue brief will be on Apple and Google and their policies
regarding IAP. Given their size, extensive market share, and user base, Google and Apple’s policies
affect a wider swathe of users and developers, and changes to their policies can alter market dynamics
for many participants. One policy that has received a lot of attention (and criticism) in the recent past
has been Google’s decision to enforce a high commission on IAPs and paid apps by mandating the use
of its proprietary payments system. Under this policy, developers will be effectively barred from using
any other system to accept payments from customers. Several Indian developers have objected to this
move and criticized the quantum of commissions as well as the lack of choice in picking a payments
system, terming the proposed policy change unreasonable.9 Google’s new rules - which are already in
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force in some parts of the world and scheduled to come into force in India in late 2022 - could
significantly dent developers’ profit margins, affecting both business viability and innovation.
While commissions are important for the operation of the stores themselves, it is difficult to determine
the fair rates of commission. In the absence of competition, what is fair is not a straightforward
question to answer, especially given the information asymmetry that plagues the relationship
between developers and app store operators. The problem is further compounded by the bundling of
services - both the dominant app stores offer a multitude of services beyond any standard payment
gateway available in the market. Because services are bundled, it becomes difficult to determine the
fair fee for each service. The size and ubiquity of the dominant app stores, which benefit immensely
from being pre-installed on their own operating systems, makes it almost impossible to ascertain a
reasonable quantum or threshold for commissions.
Taking cognizance of these issues, several regulators around the world have expressed concerns with
the policies of the dominant app stores. Apple is currently under investigation from regulators in the
USA, Europe, Japan, Australia and India, while Google is also facing proceedings in the USA, Europe
and India, among other countries. In India, cases were filed against Google and Apple with the
Competition Commission of India (CCI) which is currently investigating them for abuse of market
power in the country. In December 2021, the Netherlands competition regulator (ACM) found Apple’s
App Store in violation of its competition laws. It has since levied a series of (weekly) penalties against
Apple for what it asserts is continued non-compliance with its order. By the 28th of March 2022 these
fines had totaled €50 million with the regulator threatening another round of fines “with possible higher
penalties”.10 On the 28th of March 2022, France also joined the fray with the Paris Commercial Court
levying a fine of €2 million on Google and asking it to rewrite clauses in its developer agreements that
were deemed unbalanced within three months. The court said that Google could not provide it with any
real justification for the commission charged.11
But even as competition regulators are assessing the potential abuse of market power, several
commentators have noted the limitations of this approach and called upon policymakers to rethink
regulation of digital markets like apps stores.12 Competition cases such as the ones currently under
investigation require in-depth technical research that usually results in lengthy proceedings leading to
delayed regulatory action. This can lead to aggrieved parties facing irrevocable harm in fast-moving
digital markets where speed of innovation and quick uptake of products is critical for success. A case
in point is France where the competition authority had started legal proceedings in 2018 to examine the
contract clauses introduced by Google in 2015 and 2016. Some of these disputed contract clauses had
already been changed while the proceedings were underway.13
Therefore, to minimize damage and ensure competition in digital markets, some governments have
considered the enactment of ex ante regulation that can guide the behaviour of market actors by
prescribing practices such as unbundling, to help prevent negative outcomes before they occur.14 In
August 2021, South Korea passed a law barring app stores from forcing developers to use the app stores’
proprietary billing system, becoming the first major legislation worldwide to impact app store policies.15
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A bill introduced in the US Senate also seeks to impose similar curbs.16 Another legislation - The Digital
Markets Act - is currently under consideration in the EU.17
It is in the above context that this issue brief attempts to assess the competitive landscape in the app
store market in India, highlight pressing concerns of developers, and determine the need, if any, for
government intervention.
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APP STORES AND IN-APP PURCHASE COMMISSIONS
I.

Apps, App Stores and their Functions

In the broadest sense, there are two kinds of apps - mobile apps and web apps. Mobile apps are written
to run on a specific OS like iOS or Android and are pre-installed on a phone or downloaded from an
app store. Web apps are apps built to run on an internet browser and can usually run on a web browser
on any operating system. Hybrid apps which mix both the functionalities can also exist.18
An app store is a digital distribution platform for mobile apps, which allows a user to search, download,
purchase and install apps with a few easy steps. They are the primary gateways through which
businesses, app developers and customers interact with each other. What this means is that the app store
acts like a shopfront for apps. Much like other e-commerce stores like Flipkart, customers can search,
review and have apps delivered directly to their device, all in a few easy steps from one place, while
also providing other valuable services like parental control, app reviews/ratings, security through
scanning, rewards and customer support.
The images on the right show apps listed
on app stores and categorized by function
- gaming, fitness, social media etc. In
addition to allowing access, the stores also
enable users to update apps and report
bugs to developers. Apps can also be
reported to the store itself in case of
inappropriate content. App stores also
enable safe purchases through electronic
payments and can help set up recurring
payments for subscriptions.
Both the dominant app stores – on Apple
and Google - require prospective apps to
be subjected to an approval process, and
demand that they meet safety,
performance and legal guidelines before
they can be listed. The checks can include
verification of age ratings, adherence to
Above – Apple App Store & Google Play User Interfaces
local laws, scanning for viruses etc. While
(UI) respectively
users benefit from this intermediation by
app stores, developers benefit too. App stores give developers ready access to large worldwide markets
and provide tools for testing, quality control, instructional guides, as well as advice and support in case
of technical issues. They also provide analytics about app performance, options for marketing and give
feedback on metrics like number of installations/sales, insights into app use, bugs etc.19 App stores thus
aim at giving a secure and streamlined experience to all parties involved. These measures help build
confidence among users by providing assurance of security and basic quality. This is especially vital
for small start-ups and unknown brands, which benefit from low costs of entry and trust created by app
stores.
II.

In-App Purchases and App Store Commissions

Due to the range of services provided by app stores (as discussed above), they incur maintenance and
running costs. To cover these costs (and earn a profit), stores often charge commissions. For instance,
when a user purchases an app, or subscribes to services such as music apps like JioSaavn and Gaana,
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or purchases an upgrade to a free app, the app store would take a commission out of the total price
charged for these services.
In addition to charging commissions on
paid apps, app stores also charge
commissions on in-app purchases
(IAP), which is basically a mechanism
that lets users make purchases and
subscriptions from directly within an
app, without leaving the app at any
point.20 It was Apple that pioneered the
model of in-app billing, by introducing
the App Store on to its newly released
iPhones. It was the first to allow IAPs in
its apps, and to charge commissions on
them in 2009.21 Developers hailed the
move at the time for increasing the ease
of payments. Google launched its own
app store “Android Market” in 200822,
which was later rebranded as “Google
Play”. However, IAPs and in-app billing
were allowed on to it much later in
2011.23
Introducing IAPs in apps gave a fillip to
several
apps’
business
models,
particularly gaming apps. IAPs enabled
game developers to provide their games for free, while providing easy payment options for in-game
virtual goods. Since free-to-play games attract a wider audience, the new IAP billing system allowed
game developers to expand their reach, while monetizing the in-app sales that followed.24 Many free
apps also started using IAPs to give users an upgrade to better features or to remove advertisements.
Above - Subscription Services on Google Play (left) and InApp Purchases in Candy Crush (right)

It is to be noted that commissions are only applied to digital goods and content, as opposed to
physical goods, which means that apps that provide goods and services such as groceries, taxi services,
flight or train tickets etc. are not subject to any commissions. One reason provided by the app stores for
this distinction is their inability to verify the delivery of physical goods and services to end customers,
and/or support with after-sales issues. For digital goods, the app stores can easily track whether
transactions have been fulfilled, and also provide support in case of refunds, erroneous transactions etc.

DOMINANT APP STORES AND THEIR IAP POLICIES - AN OVERVIEW
While many app stores operate in the ecosystem, the majority of apps are distributed through app stores
that are natively pre-installed on iOS and Android. On the iOS, the pre-installed store is the App Store25
and on the Android operating system, it is Google Play26 which is pre-installed on the phone. These two
stores are by far the most prominent app stores in the market. For developers, these app stores form the
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predominant conduit for distributing apps, as between them, they cover most of the worldwide mobile
user base. For users, they form the main gateway to discover, access, install and review apps.
The app stores of today are the largest digital distribution services in the world. As of September
2021, Apple’s App Store had over 2.22 million apps, while Google Play had over 3.48 million.27 In
2020, App Store and Google Play saw over 34 billion and 109 billion app downloads, respectively.28
On Google Play, there are about 30,000 Indian publishers, and about 1,50,000 Indian apps.29 In India,
Google Play alone accounts for over 90% of apps downloaded onto Android devices.
Unlike Google, Apple only allows apps to be downloaded onto its devices through its own store i.e. the
App Store. No third-party app stores can be installed on iOS devices, and apps simply cannot be
downloaded from anywhere except the App Store. Google, while hosting Google Play as the main app
store, provides users with the option of downloading apps from other app markets and repositories. As
a result, the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) of some Android phones provide alternatives
such as the Samsung Galaxy Store and Xiaomi Market on Android. Some other companies also offer
stores like F-Droid, Epic Games Store etc., but they have to be downloaded separately. Despite the
existence of alternatives however, the market share of third-party app stores is minuscule except in
China, which bans Google Play.30 Some OEMs also receive a proportion of Google’s net revenue from
Google Play transactions for setting Google Play as the default app store on their devices and for not
pre-loading alternative app stores.31 Such agreements with device manufactures significantly impact
consumer behavior and help cement the already dominant position of Google Play on the Android
ecosystem.
In terms of fee, many developers are only required to pay a nominal listing fee to publish an app (Google
charges a one-time $25 registration fee which a developer needs to pay before they can upload an app;
Apple charges $99 per year).32 But, for developers that sell digital goods and services, the app store fee
is modelled as a set rate of commission.33 The rates (as of December 2021) are:

App Store: 30% standard commission on apps, subscriptions and in-app purchases of
digital goods and services. Sales of physical products are exempt. Subscription
commission falls to 15% after a subscriber accumulates one year of paid service. Apple
started the “App Store Small Business Program” in January 2021, reducing
commissions to 15% for small business earning up to USD 1 million per annum.34

Google Play: 30% standard commission on apps and in-app purchases of digital goods
and services. However, there is a separate tier for which commission is 15% for the
first USD 1 million in earnings per year.35 In October 2021, Google Play also
announced that for all automatically renewing subscriptions, it will charge only 15%
fees January 1, 2022 onwards.36
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Both the stores disallow developers from directing customers outside their store to make
purchases, through certain clauses in their developer agreements known as anti-steering clauses.
Apple’s anti-steering clauses have been in effect since 2011. Google’s provisions have been in place
since 2008, but it announced stricter enforcement of the same only in 2020. Starting April 2022, Google
has begun strictly enforcing these rules in many parts of the world. Developers not complying with
Google’s payments policy can no longer submit updates to their apps. Starting 1st June 2022, all noncompliant apps would also be removed from Google Play. It is, in fact, only in India that Google has
postponed enforcing the new rules until October 2022.37
The enforcement of anti-steering clauses essentially means that developers cannot bypass the
requirement of payment of commission in either of the app stores. While it is theoretically possible to
avoid enforcement by switching to the use of “web apps” that can directly run on a web browser like
Google Chrome, the user experience on web-based apps is not as seamless, and they cannot provide the
same functionalities as downloaded apps. The alternative option to use third-party app stores is not
available on iOS, and even on Android, these stores are not as widely used and hence they are nowhere
close to be being a real alternative. This effectively means that there is no viable alternative for
developers in case they are uncomfortable with the terms being offered by Apple or Google.

REACTIONS TO IAP POLICIES
Various regulators around the world have observed and commented on the dominant status enjoyed by
App Store and Google Play in their respective OS. For instance, the European Commission, while fining
Google for breaching the European Union’s competition rules, observed that high barriers to entry
characterize the app store market. It also noted that Google is dominant in the worldwide market
(excluding China) on Android.38 The commission also made similar observations about Apple while
sending a statement of objection to Apple about its App Store policies.39
In most developing countries, Android has a higher market share than Apple among mobile OS. Its
market share is over 80% in Africa, Asia and South America (as of April 2022).40 This dominance is
prominent in India as well, where Android accounts for 95.1% of the smartphone user base.41 By
analogy, Android’s app store, i.e., Google Play is practically indispensable for developers and business
to have a presence in the market; not being on Google Play would cut access to the majority of Indian
users. Therefore, as and when Google enforces its new policies, app store commissions will become
unavoidable for Indian developers.
In fact, when Google announced the forthcoming
change in policies in 2020, within days of the
announcement, 120 Indian tech startups including
Paytm, Matrimony.com, Policybazaar, GOQii, India
Quotient, A91 Partners, Innov8, upGrad, Dream11,
TrulyMadly among others, came together to complain
about the losses they would incur. Nearly 40 Indian
entrepreneurs also presented their views in a virtual meeting chaired by the Secretary of the Ministry of
Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY).42 Meanwhile, complaints were filed against Google
at CCI, which has since begun investigations into Google’s allegedly anti-competitive conduct.43
In India, many startups – particularly
those providing digital services like
matrimonial matchmaking, EdTech,
gaming - have expressed strong
discontent with Google Play’s policies.
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Possibly owing to the mounting pressure in India, Google postponed the deadline to enforce its new
IAP policy in India from 31st March 2022 to 31st October 2022.
There have been negative reactions internationally as well, with many antitrust and technology
regulators commencing investigations into Apple and Google’s business practices. Several companies
in the USA, South Korea etc. have specifically contested the forced used of proprietary payment systems
as well as the quantum of commissions being imposed.44 According to Tim Sweeney, the CEO of Epic
Games Inc, his company is against the lack of choices provided by app stores in payment systems.45
Epic Games was in fact forced off Apple's App Store for redirecting customers to cheaper subscriptions
and payments outside the App Store. Music and video streaming platforms such as Spotify have also
been contesting the quantum of commissions, on account of in-app subscriptions forming the bulk of
their revenues.
In addition to affecting the bottom lines of developers, it is also estimated that high commissions will
adversely affect consumers if developers transmit the increase in their operating costs by hiking prices.
An economic analysis of the digital app ecosystem in South Korea estimated a saving of 770 billion
Korean Won (USD 650 million) to Korean smartphone users if legislation barring the forced use of
specific billing systems was passed.46 In South Korea, this was an important reason, among other things,
why legislation pertaining to app store regulation was brought into force.
In the Indian context, the economic impact of IAP policies – through increased costs for consumers
and/or decrease in innovation and competition - still remains to be determined. Since Google has
repeatedly postponed the enforcement of its policies, and Apple has a significantly smaller market share
in India’s mobile market, a direct estimate is difficult to put together. But given the high commission
rates, the anti- steering provisions and the lack of flexibility being afforded to developers, profit margins
are likely to decrease significantly. Not only could this render many business models unviable, it
may also force a shift towards monetization of consumer data for advertising, while reducing
innovation in the apps ecosystem and increasing the market power of larger developers. We will
elaborate on these issues in the next section.

ANALYZING APP STORE POLICIES
As mentioned earlier, all apps need to adhere to the policies set forth by an app store in order to be listed
on it, and to enable in-app purchases (IAPs). Apple lists its policies under the Developer Program
License Agreement47 and App Store Review Guidelines48 while Google has its Google Play Developer
Distribution Agreement49 and Developer Program Policies50. These seek to maintain quality and safety
of the apps available through the store. Both app stores retain the power to remove apps that violate
their policies.
Below we provide an overview of some of the contentious policies of the dominant app stores.
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I.

Bundling of services:

Both the dominant app stores offer a multitude of
By bundling all services into one ‘take it or
services beyond any standard payment aggregator or
leave it’ package, app stores are making it
gateway available in the market (which typically
difficult for developers to determine the
charge 1-3% commission as processing fee). In
correct fee for each service, while also
addition to payment processing, app stores also offer
reducing their ability to pursue alternatives
services such as app review, secure download,
for services they can procure from outside,
support in app development etc. Both Google and
such as for payment processing.
Apple have argued that this explains why their
commission rates are higher, and why these should
not be compared with vanilla payment processing services. In a recent statement, Google argued that
the fee charged by the Play Store is meant to “cover the full range of services provided by Google
Play”51, including the building and maintenance of the Android platform on which the entire app
ecosystem thrives. Google also argued that most developers just pay a listing fee to publish their app
on the app store, and only around 3% of developers are subject to a service fee.52
But even if only a small percentage of developers are being charged a fee, in absolute terms, this number
remains high, and the quantum of fee being charged has the potential to upset several existing business
models. Price discovery is also being thwarted by the bundling of services which is increasing
information asymmetry in the already complicated developer-app store relationship. By bundling all
services – listing, review and approval, support in development, payments services etc. - into one ‘take
it or leave it’ package, app stores are also making it difficult for developers to determine the correct fee
for each service, while also reducing their ability to pursue alternatives for services they can procure
from outside, such as for payment processing.
II.

Anti-steering provisions:
To control the transactions between users and developers, and to enforce
commission payouts, both Apple and Google require payments and IAPs
to be made through their own proprietary billing systems (called In-App
Purchase and Google Play Billing, respectively). Through these systems,
Apple and Google handle the processing of transactions and also deduct
a commission before the payment reaches the app developer.

Using these systems is compulsory and developers cannot use any other
payment system53 to handle transactions of paid digital goods and
services. Previously some developers used to escape this provision by
using a practice called “steering”, wherein they encouraged users to step
out of the app store billing system and pay through other modes.54 By
getting their payments through alternative payment systems, developers could bypass app store
commissions. However, both Apple and Google have put in “anti steering provisions” in their policies
to discourage this practice.
On iOS devices, Apple mandates the use of its billing system, disallowing all other systems.55 Until
October 22, 2021, the App Store’s “App Store Review Guidelines” also specified that developers could
not use information from within the app to target users outside of the app to encourage the use of other
purchase methods. They could not even send emails or any other communication about alternative
purchase options.56 The rules were amended in October because of the several regulatory actions being
51
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taken against Apple’s policies across the world, most prominently the decision in Epic Games v Apple
which found its anti-steering provisions in violation of California’s competition law.
Earlier, Google was not very strict about enforcing the IAP policies on Google Play. However, in
September 2020, it said that apps choosing to sell digital content through Google Play would have to
use the Google Play billing system and pay a percentage of the in-app purchase as a commission.57 In
addition, it initiated anti-steering provisions like Apple, saying that developers could not lead users to
any other payment method from within the app.58 The effect of these policies is that the commission
rates charged by the App Store and Google Play cannot be avoided by developers anymore.
While it is theoretically possible for developers to bypass this system by using web apps (that run
on the browser), the functionality of web apps leaves much to be desired. Web apps suffer from
several problems including longer load times, a lack of notifications, lack of offline storage on the user’s
phone, among other things. All these constraints mean that web apps are not a viable alternative for
developers at the moment.
Developers, businesses and some regulators have criticized
anti steering-policies, terming them anti-competitive and
stifling of consumer choice. Because of these policies,
developers cannot shift to third party payment systems, even
if those services were providing more functionality and
options than the ones provided by Apple and Google in their
stores. For example, Apple’s In-App Purchase billing system
does not allow developers to target discounts or promotions
to specific groups of customers, like student discounts, etc.59 This can be detrimental to several
developers’ business models.
Because of anti-steering policies,
developers cannot shift to third
party payment systems, even if
those services are providing more
functionality and options than the
ones provided by Apple or Google.

By forcing the use of their own billing systems, Google Play and App Store also become the “merchant
of record” for transactions. This restricts the amount of information available to developers and inhibits
their ability to provide customized offerings, improve services, detect fraud and/or directly support
customers with refunds and other billing related requests.60 Some matrimonial and social discovery apps
also use payments information to conduct age verification, remove duplicate profiles and run other
background and safety checks. With payments being processed by Google and Apple, developers may
lose access to this crucial information that can be important for maintaining online safety and for
ensuring compliance with local laws.61
Like other payment service providers, app stores also have policies with set time windows for
processing payouts to developers. Google Play’s policies say that any orders processed, refunded, or
charged-back from the 1st of a month to the end of the month will get paid out around the 15th of the
following month.62 So if a transaction happens between 1st January and 31st January, the payout would
occur on 15th February.63 Due to anti-steering provisions, developers cannot use payment service
providers that provide faster settlement services. Some gateways like Razorpay and PayU, even
settle payments in 2 days;64 this is much faster than Google Play. For younger businesses and startups,
this may be an important metric of consideration, especially given tighter cash flow situations.
Google has relented on this policy only in South Korea because of Korea’s new law barring enforcement
of payment systems on developers. Apple has also made relaxations to its policies in South Korea. It
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introduced changes in the Netherlands too, following the orders of the Dutch Authority for Consumers
& Markets (ACM). However, the ACM has imposed fines on Apple for not following the ruling in
spirit.
In March 2022 Google also announced a partnership with Spotify to launch a pilot project allowing
developers to offer additional billing options along with the Google Play Billing system. While details
remain sketchy at this time – including the timeline and scope of the pilot - this change is very likely in
response to regulatory developments targeting its anti-steering clauses.65
III.

Search algorithms and self-preferencing

App discovery is also an important function performed by the app stores. Search queries by users are
generally of two types - categorical and navigational. Categorical queries are about a type of app (e.g.,
music app, calculator app) while navigational queries are for specific apps (e.g., Gaana, Myntra etc.).66
Both Apple and Google have developed search algorithms for their app stores, which display and rank
apps according to the users’ query. While App Store and Google Play provide some information about
how their algorithm works,67 details are relatively scarce and probably intentionally so, to prevent
developers from gaming the algorithms.
Search results are a very important way for developers to gain new
customers. In fact, research by the UK Competition Markets Authority
(CMA) shows that the top three links in any search result, account for
nearly 70% of the clicks by users.68 This opens an avenue for Apple
and Google to misuse their position as operators of app stores to distort
competition by giving an advantage in rankings to their own apps over
those of competitors.
Let us take music streaming as an example. Apple and Google have
their own music streaming apps called Apple Music and YouTube
Music respectively. They compete directly with other apps like Gaana,
Wynk Music, Spotify etc., but with the added advantage of being
owned by the app store’s owner. Apple and Google thus have the
incentive to self-preference first-party apps above their competitors. While both stores have
categorically denied that they self-preference apps, some independent investigations have shown that
Apple has engaged in ranking its own apps above those of its competitors.69 And while similar evidence
has not been found for Google, it is notable that Google had been fined €2.42 billion by the EU
commission for abusing its dominance as a search engine.70
Regardless of the extent of self-preferencing being pursued at the moment, the risk to the digital
ecosystem remains high if the two roles i.e., managing the app store for developers, and operating
their own apps – are not clearly and legally delineated.
IV.

Review Processes

As mentioned earlier, both the app stores have policies in place to prohibit illegal or inappropriate
content. For example, if we look at Google Play’s developer content policy, we see that apps are
required to ensure that they do engage in restricted content (gambling, child endangerment, illegal
activities etc.), they must not impersonate other apps, or create spam, or violate intellectual property
65
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rights etc. Apps are removed if they violate the app stores’ policies. Although an appeal is possible for
mistaken rejections, the app store has full control over the entire process.
Developers have criticized these processes for being opaque and beset with delays. As per the UK
Competition and Markets Authority’s (CMA) interim report, developer concerns with Apple’s App
Store fell into three broad categories - apps being rejected without sufficient reason, changes in
interpretations of guidelines and inconsistent application of the rules between apps.71 Many developers
reported to the CMA that there was no direct explanation for why an app violated a certain rule, forcing
them to take actions without adequate knowledge. While developers found Google Play’s policies to
be clearer, some did say that Google Play was also beset with similar issues and that there were
problems with the interpretation of the clauses of the developer policy.72
Developers have also complained about how the stores do not provide full documentation of the review
process, which can make compliance difficult. They have also highlighted that delays in the review
process mean that apps remain in limbo until the process is complete, and this sometimes leads to
substantial business losses. Many developers even told the CMA that they escalated issues outside the
formal review process through their networks to avoid the uncertainty that often came with the formal
process. When considered alongside the dominance that Google Play and App Store enjoy, the lack of
procedural certainty and objectivity has the potential to distort competition in the apps marketplace.
Some developers have also questioned the quasi-regulatory
Some developers have also
role that Apple and Google have adopted in relation to
questioned the quasi-regulatory role
users’ security, privacy, and online safety. While many
that Apple and Google have adopted
policies are set to be made to benefit consumers, it is not
in relation to user security, privacy,
clear if all restrictions such as those on browser
and online safety through their control
functionality or disallowance of cloud gaming apps on
of app stores.
Apple have been made in the end users’ best interest.
Through the control of the App Store, for instance, Apple
has blocked the emergence of cloud gaming, which is currently permitted on Android. The UK CMA
interim report notes that “cloud gaming is a potential threat to the model of accessing native apps
through app stores, since it represents an alternative method of game discovery and distribution.
Apple’s policy may also protect its competitive position in mobile devices and operating systems, as
cloud gaming services may reduce the importance of high-quality hardware and make it easier for users
to switch between platforms.”73
Allegedly, apps have also been removed from the app stores abruptly without due notice in some cases.
A prominent example of this is the instance with Paytm, an Indian digital payments, shopping and
banking app which was removed from Google Play in 2020, citing Paytm’s violation of Google Play’s
policy against gambling. However, Paytm protested this move, citing differences in the interpretation
of Google’s rules. The removal from the store caused some panic among users, with Paytm having to
issue clarifications about the safety of its customers’ money.74 According to Paytm, while Google Play
had reached out to them about their app “Paytm First Games”, it did not give them adequate notice
about the removal of their main Paytm app.75
In June 2016, Spotify also wrote to some legislators in the US complaining that Apple was “causing
grave harm to Spotify and its customers” by rejecting an update to its Spotify’s iOS app. The letter said
that Apple had turned down a new version of the app while citing “business model rules” and demanded
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that Spotify use Apple’s billing system if “Spotify wants to use the app to acquire new customers and
sell subscriptions.”76
When read with the anti-steering provisions and other policies to disallow content, the app store
review process gives both Google and Apple excessive control and power in determining the
future of mobile digital ecosystems.

EFFECT OF APP STORE POLICIES ON THE MOBILE APP MARKET
By virtue of their dominant position, Google and Apple app stores policies have an impact on the entire
app ecosystem that is relied upon by both users and developers. In the section that follows, we highlight
key concerns of developers with App Store and Google Play policies while commenting on the effects
these policies have on the larger app ecosystem, especially in India.
I.

Effects on viability of businesses

When Google announced changes to its app store policy in 2020 mandating the use of its billing system,
several Indian industry players openly opposed these changes. Their concerns were not only limited to
the lack of choice in payment systems, as discussed above, but also the steep decline in profits that the
commission would cause for app developers.
Many developers expressed concerns about how the commission could impact Indian startups and their
long-term growth prospects. Vaibhav Vasa, Director of Indian SaaS business management mobile app
Biz Analyst, said that SaaS companies in India operate on thin margins, and the imposition of high
commissions would end up adversely impacting small and medium sized businesses.77 Some Indian
industry players even called for the need to develop an Indian app store78 to contain operating costs and
keep prices low for consumers. Developers from CRED, Paytm, IndusOS etc. all expressed support for
this idea.
A few policy analysts have since also commented on
the skewed incentive structure in the app store market.
According to Dr. Vikas Kathuria, Affiliated Research
Fellow, Max Planck Institute for Innovation &
Competition, in normal markets the bigger the risk you
take, the greater the reward you take home. However,
in the app store market, the business model of the app
store is tying its profitability to the success of individual apps. “So, if an app becomes successful, it’s
just not the app that is making money, it’s the operating system (or app store) that is making money.
And this distorts the risk-should-be-proportional-to-incentive structure.”79 As a result, even as the
developer shoulders the real business risk, Google Play and App Store revenues increase if the
developer’s app does well, without the stores having to put in any commensurate effort. The problem
is further compounded by the lack of competition in the app store market, which means there is no
pressure to improve services or to offer competitive pricing to retain the business of developers.
The current business model of the app
store ties its profitability to the success of
apps that are built and run by independent
developers. This distorts the link between
risk and reward.

The Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI), an industry body of businesses engaged in
online and mobile value-added services, has said that Google should not arbitrarily enforce its rules just
because it owns the gates to India’s digital ecosystem.80 It has also said that Google’s moves are
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reminiscent of the time when telecommunication companies would take almost 70% commissions on
the revenues of Value-Added Services (VAS) companies.81
It is interesting that the UK government’s Competition
UK Competition and Markets Authority
and Markets Authority (CMA)’s interim study on mobile
(CMA)’s interim study says that both
ecosystems seems to echo that line of thinking. The
companies - Apple and Google - seem
report says that both companies - Apple and Google to be charging commissions well above
seem to be charging commissions well above a
a competitive rate.
competitive rate, which means that users will be
impacted by higher prices for digital goods, in-app
purchases and subscriptions.82 The report also notes that the proposed reduction in IAP commissions to
15% for a majority of app developers (especially those earning under USD 1 million of earnings per
year) will not have a material impact on the average commission rates for Apple and Google which
remain close to 30%. This suggests that discounts only apply to a small proportion of transactions, and
the vast majority of Apple’s and Google’s app store revenues continue to come from a small number of
large apps.83
A quick scan of product prices does suggest that developers may pass on the additional costs to
consumers.

Above - Subscription Price on Apple, Android and the Web (in clockwise order)
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The images above show subscription prices for YouTube Premium on an Apple mobile, an Android
phone and the web in India (in February 2022). While a monthly subscription to YouTube premium
cost INR 129 per month on the web and through Android, it was priced at INR 169 per month on the
Apple mobile (a ~30% increase on the web and Android price).
In addition to increasing costs for consumers, the above pricing suggests distortion in competition. The
lack of a price differential between the web and Android version suggests that Google’s own products
(YouTube in this case) are not subject to the same commission charges as other apps on Android.
II.

Shift towards business models that monetize customer data

Google and Apple’s anti-steering rules may put pressure on app
developers to explore alternative business models that help bypass
the payment of commissions. As things stand, apps that rely on
advertising revenue are not required to pay commissions to Google
Play and App Store. Ads are paid for marketers directly and do not
involve in-app purchases. As such, Google and Apple cannot charge
any commission from ad-based businesses under their current
policies. Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and other such apps are
examples of ad-based business models that have very large user
bases on mobile phones, earn millions of dollars in ad revenue, and
yet are not required to pay a commission.
Under pressure from Google and Apple, developers may tweak business models to rely more on
advertising. However, such a shift may not bode well for customers. Ad-based models rely on user data
to provide targeted advertising, which could have a negative impact on user privacy as a whole. In-app
advertising requires software such as Admob by Google, Ads by Facebook etc. to be integrated into the
app itself. These generate advertisements based on data collected on the user and app developers are
compensated on metrics such as Cost per Mille (Every 1000 users who see the advertisement), Cost per
Click (when the ad is clicked).84
Several organizations have expressed reservations with the collection of the vast trove of personal data
and the detailed targeting of ads that such models entail. Large ad networks can collect data across
several apps to build a full profile of customers, which can be detrimental to privacy.85 Although there
is some evidence to show that ads that target based on a user’s behaviour and profile are not as accurate
as projected, the proliferation of the model has meant that a lot of personal data (including personally
identifiable information such as location, gender etc.) is collected by advertisers, sometimes without
their consent, to target ads to them.86 Regulations have already started coming up in various jurisdictions
such as the EU to stem this problem. Regulatory bodies have taken action too – Italy’s antitrust body
has already fined Google and Apple €10 million each for aggressive practices linked to the commercial
use of data.87 In the US, there is a new bill called the “Banning Surveillance Advertising Act” in the
Senate seeking to ban targeted advertisements altogether.88
III.

Commercially sensitive information available to App Stores

Through the apps review process, developers must submit their apps (including any planned updates)
for review before they can be published. This can give app-store operators access to commercially
sensitive information such as insights into upcoming features that an app may be planning. It is also
84
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worried that forced use of Google Play and App Store billing systems
can further compound this problem by making additional commercially
sensitive data available to Google and Apple.
In an antitrust hearing held in the US Senate in April 2021, Apple and
Google were specifically questioned on this issue to understand if they
had a “strict firewall” to prevent the misuse of information from thirdparty businesses operating on their app stores to inform the development
of their own competitive products. Both answered that they had some
internal policies and controls in place but hesitated to say there was a
firewall.89
App developers are worried because both Apple and Google offer competitive products to several thirdparty apps that are listed on their app stores. An example of such a service/product, as discussed earlier,
is music streaming. Some businesses like Spotify and ProtonMail have made submissions to the UK
Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) saying that Google and Apple potentially misuse data from
their stores to guide commercial decisions for their own competing products.90
Since Apple and Google have access to the payment gateways for their stores, they could potentially
gain insights into the same and use it to make decisions for their products. Insights gained from
payments data in IAPs and for paid apps could also be used to determine pricing models for their
existing and upcoming products.91

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN APP MARKET REGULATION
Several jurisdictions around the world have started taking notice of the growing market power of Google
and Apple and the potential abuse of that power. From passing legislation to conducting investigations,
many policymakers are looking to proactively maintain the competitiveness of the mobile digital
ecosystems in their countries. In the following section, we summarize major developments from across
the world. More details are available in the appendix.
South Korea
South Korea’s National Assembly recently passed an amendment to its Telecommunications Business
Act in August 202192 and it came into effect on 14th September 2021. This legislation prohibits Apple
and Google from mandating the use of their in-app payment systems for in-app purchases of digital
content. It also contains provisions that prohibit Apple and Google from "inappropriately" delaying the
review of, or deleting, mobile content from app markets. The law also allows the South Korean
government to require an app market operator to "prevent damage to users and protect the rights and
interests of users", probe app market operators, and mediate disputes regarding payment, cancellations
or refunds in the app market.93
USA
The bipartisan Open App Markets Bill94 recently introduced in the US Congress is targeted specifically
at app stores and is much broader in scope than the South Korean legislation. The Bill aims to promote
competition and reduce gatekeeper power in the app economy, increase choice, improve quality, and
reduce costs for the consumers. The Bill, as it stands, applies to ‘covered companies’, who own or
89
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control an app store with more than 50 million users in the United States, a criterion that covers Apple
and Google (based on their current US customer base). The proposed provisions of the Bill include a
requirement to allow downloading of apps through alternative means; a prohibition on mandating the
use of an app store’s own in-app payment system; a prohibition on anti-steering provisions; and
restrictions on self-preferencing through search or use of data.95
European Union (EU)
In late March this year, the European Parliament announced that it had reached an agreement on a
Digital Markets Act (DMA).96 While the legal text is currently being finalized, from the available
details, it appears that DMA rules will apply 6 months after the law is passed and the law is likely to
fully come into effect in early 2024, giving companies a two year window for compliance.
The DMA provisional text currently includes measures to regulate large online platforms who can be
categorized as ‘gatekeepers’, a criterion that would include both Apple and Google. Under this proposal,
gatekeepers will be required to comply with certain obligations including improving access to, and
portability of, data; improving users’ ability to remove default apps and software; allowing apps to be
downloaded through alternative stores; providing access to app stores on fair and non-discriminatory
conditions; restricting the tying of services to platforms (e.g.: in-app payment systems); restricting antisteering measures; and restricting self-preferencing (in terms of access, data and rankings).97
A number of antitrust investigations and litigation are also ongoing in different parts of the world. These
include, among others, cases in India, US, EU, Japan, South Korea, Australia, China, and the UK, and
target both the app store market and the broader dominance of Apple and Google on the mobile
ecosystem. The details of these developments can be found in the appendix.

LIMITS OF ANTITRUST REGULATION
Competition regulators across the world, such as in Japan, Russia, Italy and Netherlands, are currently
investigating Apple and Google for anti-competitive conduct. As discussed earlier, the Competition
Commission of India (CCI) is also carrying out investigations against Apple and Google, including their
app store policies. However, there are certain limitations to such antitrust measures.
A case in point is the ruling of the Netherlands’ competition authority (ACM) which found the antisteering provisions of Apple’s App Store anti-competitive and detrimental to dating app developers’
rights. It asked Apple to make changes so that app developers were able to choose a service provider to
process payments for in-app purchases and it imposed a deadline of January 15th, 2022 for compliance
with its ruling.
Although Apple allowed developers of dating apps to use their own payment systems, it reduced its
commission by only 3% in response to the order. It also announced onerous administrative overheads
on apps choosing other payment systems, while asking them to adopt specific APIs to be able to offer
third-party payment options. Apple also said it would have audit rights over developers record of digital
transactions and said that "in the future, if Apple develops technical solutions to facilitate reporting,
developers will be required to adopt such technologies."98
The ACM was unsatisfied with Apple’s measures - first for missing the January 15th deadline, and then
for creating expensive technical burdens for dating apps to adopt third-party payment systems. By the
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28th of March, it had already imposed ten weekly fines, totaling a penalty of €50 million on Apple.99
While Apple has submitted a revised proposal to the ACM, the ACM is not satisfied with the suggested
changes and is reportedly considering additional penalties.100 The European Union’s head of digital
policy, EVP Margrethe Vestager, accused Apple of deliberately choosing to pay fines instead of
complying with the law.101
This tussle between the ACM and Apple showcases the limitations being faced by competition
regulators. Apple only partially complied with the rulings, and its measures did not improve developers’
choices. Instead, it became even more expensive for them to move out of Apple’s payment gateways.
In the case of digital markets such as app stores,
action under the existing competition regimes also
seems to be insufficient. In India, as in many other
countries, the prevailing Competition Acts are ex
post which means that they are designed to
penalize anti-competitive behaviour only after it
has already occurred. Competition cases such as
the ones currently under investigation also require
in-depth technical research that usually results in
lengthy proceedings. Unfortunately, given the
pace at which digital markets move, such ex post
measures may be too delayed to prevent
irreparable harm to affected parties. Both Apple
and Google benefit from network effects; they have large user bases globally and sustain siloed
monopolies102 through their lack of interoperability. If there is an abuse of market power, developers
may be left with no viable alternative and may face irrevocable harm in fast-moving digital markets
where speed of innovation and quick uptake of products is of the essence. As a result, ex post monetary
penalties are unlikely to be fully effective in dealing with the issue.
In India, as in many other countries, the
prevailing Competition Acts are ex post which
means that they are designed to penalize anticompetitive behaviour only after it has already
occurred. Competition cases such as the ones
currently under investigation also require indepth technical research that usually results in
lengthy proceedings. Unfortunately, given the
pace at which digital markets move, such ex
post measures may be too delayed to prevent
irreparable harm to affected parties.

Given these limitations, policymakers in some countries are considering passing legislation to govern
app stores. These legislations would be ex ante i.e., they would aim to prevent market failures or
distortions by identifying problems beforehand and shaping stakeholder behaviour by telling businesses
how to behave and what to do.103
The European Commission, which is considering legislative proposals for a Digital Markets Act (DMA)
has already noted this need.104 The European Commission has reasoned that the dominant app stores
are core platform services105 because of their large economies of scale, network effects and market
power over businesses, among other reasons.106 And since unfair practices in such core platform
services can lead to undesirable outcomes like high prices, reduced choice for consumers and less
innovation in the market, there is a need for government intervention.
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CONCLUSION
Considering the market power wielded by
Apple and Google over mobile digital
distribution platforms, there is an urgent need
to ensure fair competition and improve choices
for both developers and consumers. By virtue
of their dominant position and lack of
interoperability, iOS and Android form siloed
monopolies107 which allows them to
unilaterally impose contract terms, without
negotiation. In the absence of viable distribution alternatives, developers often find themselves in a
‘take it or leave it’ situation with regard to app store policies, including mandates on high commission.
By virtue of their dominant position and lack of
interoperability, iOS and Android form siloed
monopolies which allows them to unilaterally
impose contract terms. In the absence of viable
distribution alternatives, developers often find
themselves in a ‘take it or leave it’ situation.

As discussed in this issue brief, it is difficult to determine a fair rate of commission due to the absence
of competition in the market. Aside from affecting bottom lines, the current commission rates can also
drive developers out of business, while forcing others to change business models. Such a situation is
likely to particularly affect the Indian mobile-first digital ecosystem, which is heavily reliant on these
dominant app stores for market access.
The Competition Commission of India (CCI) is currently investigating both App Store and Google Play
for their store policies, particularly their payments policies. With the Additional Director General filing
a report and further hearings to begin shortly, the developments in this case are likely to have major
implications on the mobile app ecosystem in India.108 However, it is also possible that CCI’s regulatory
action might not be able to address the core issue of market dominance and gatekeeping, as evidenced
by the experience in Netherlands. It is in this context, that the legislative approach being adopted in the
EU through the Digital Markets Act, and in South Korea through amendments to the
Telecommunications Act might offer a road ahead for India.
Having said that, the option of enacting a legislation is likely to come with its own set of challenges,
especially the risk of over-regulating a rapidly evolving ecosystem. Therefore, any legislation that
attempts to do this must also have the flexibility to account for emerging business models and new
developments in the digital sector, so that it does not constrain innovation. Extensive consultations
would have to be undertaken with stakeholders such as the app stores themselves, as well as app
developers and consumers to arrive at the least invasive option of regulating the app market.
The need of the hour is a balanced approach, and CCI’s decision will likely play a key role in
determining how policymakers look at the issue in the future. In this context, it is interesting to note
that the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance has already taken cognizance of the larger issue
of anti-competitive practices by big technology companies and is currently seeking inputs to effectively
regulate India’s digital economy.109
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ANNEXURE – INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
Country

Legislative Action

Antitrust developments

South Korea

South Korea’s National Assembly passed a
landmark Bill in 2021 that forces Google and
Apple to open their app stores to alternative
payment systems. The key aspects of the law
are:

In September 2021, the Korea Fair Trade
Commission (KFTC) fined Google for
abusing its market position to stop device
manufacturers from using modified versions
of Android. Specifically, the KFTC had an
issue with the anti-fragmentation agreements
(AFA) Google has manufacturers like
Samsung sign, which prevents them from
making any changes to the operating
system.111

●

Prevents companies that run app
stores from forcing developers to use
the store’s in-app payment systems.

●

Prohibits the companies from
delaying the approval of apps and
inappropriately deleting the apps
from their stores based on arbitrary
reasons.

●

In case of any disputes between app
developers and app stores, the
government is allowed to conduct
probes and mediate disputes.

●

Companies that fail to comply with
these new rules could be fined up to
2% of their revenue earned in South
Korea.

On 10th March 2022, the Korea
Communications Commission (KCC)
unveiled guidelines clarifying potential
violations of the law.110 Under this new
enforcement decree, app store operators
would have to pay up to 2% of their
revenue as penalty if they force anti
steering provisions, and 1% for delayed
review processes. KCC would determine
and promulgate specific standards for
determining unfairness in such cases.
USA

US lawmakers introduced a new bipartisan
Bill titled ‘Open App Markets Act’ that goes
further than the South Korean legislation in
regulating the app store market. The Bill:
●

Prohibits bans on developers who
wish to promote off-platform
discounts or alternative ways to
purchase apps, memberships, or in-

Public cases
●

In July 2021, a group of 36 states and
the District of Columbia sued Google
over claims that its app store abuses
its market power and forces
aggressive terms on software
developers. The suit was the fourth
state or federal antitrust lawsuit filed

110
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app content. The Bill would allow
developers to direct customers to
their website.
●

Permits users to directly download
apps from outside OS owned app
stores.

●

Mandates that developers be given
access to software and hardware
features of the device and OS
interfaces that are currently only
available to OS owned apps. Further,
the Bill requires companies to refrain
from leveraging non-public
information collected through their
platforms to create competing apps.

Another law under consideration in the US is
the American Innovation and Online Choice
Bill.112 This law:
●

●

EU

Seeks to prohibit tech platforms from
self-preferencing their products or
services, or discriminating among
businesses that use their platforms in
a manner that materially harms
competition on the platform.
Forbids covered platforms from
preventing interoperability with other
services; and leveraging non-public
data from other businesses to
compete with them.

against Google but the first to
scrutinize the company’s app store.113
Private enforcement
●

Cameron et al vs Apple Inc.: Apple
agreed to settle a case brought by a
group of app developers regarding
Apple’s management of the App
Store for the iPhone and iPad (and in
particular its abuse of dominant
position to impose high commission
fees).114

●

Epic Games, Inc vs Google LLC et al
and Epic Games, Inc vs Apple Inc
relating to app store practices: Epic
Games, maker of the popular Fortnite
game, challenged Google and Apple
last year by adding its own payment
system within its app to avoid the
30% commission. Owing to this
development, both Google and Apple
removed Fortnite from their app
stores, leading to a legal challenge
from Epic Games.115
In a September 2021 ruling in the
first part of the case, the Judge ruled
in favor of Apple on nine of ten
counts. While Apple is not
considered a monopoly and did not
engage in antitrust behavior on nine
of ten counts, Apple's conduct in
enforcing anti-steering restrictions is
anti-competitive, the court held.

Spotify vs Apple
EU’s Digital Markets Act (DMA) is a
legislative proposal from the European
● In 2019, Spotify filed an antitrust
Commission intended to ensure a higher level
complaint against Apple with the
of competition in European digital markets.
European Commission (EC).117
The provisions of the proposal are built on 3
Apple had been accused of violating
principles:
competition law by mandating the
● Principle 1: Ensure that these
use of Apple’s own proprietary IAP
system for the distribution of paid
platforms conduct themselves
digital content.
fairly online.
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●

●

Principle 2: Ensure that
technological start-ups and
entrepreneurs have new
opportunities to compete and
innovate in the online platform
environment, without having to
subject themselves to unfair
conditions that limit their
development.

●

European Commission’s investigation
●

In April 2020, the Commission
informed Apple of its preliminary
view that Apple distorted
competition in the music streaming
market as it abused its dominant
position for the distribution of music
streaming apps through the App
Store. It had two concerns - the 30%
commission on IAPs, the cost of
which developers were passing on to
end users, and the store’s antisteering provisions.118

●

On 16th June 2020, the Commission
announced that it had opened formal
antitrust investigations to assess
whether Apple's rules for app
developers on the distribution of apps
via the App Store violate EU
competition rules.119

●

The investigation would concern the
application of these rules to all apps,
which compete with Apple’s own
apps on the store. Separate
investigations would look at the
impact of the rules on music
streaming and ebooks/audiobooks.

●

The Commission also opened a
formal investigation to assess
whether Apple's conduct in
connection with Apple Pay violates
EU competition rules, in addition to
the commission issue. Additionally,
it was concerned about Apple getting
access to valuable data about the
activities and offers of its
competitors.120

Principle 3: Through this greater
competition, ensure that
consumers will have more and
better services to choose from,
more opportunity to switch
providers if they wish, direct
access to services, and fair
prices.

In case of non-compliance with the
obligations, the Commission can issue a noncompliance decision and impose fines of up
to 10% of an undertaking’s total worldwide
turnover in the preceding financial year, and
20% in case of repeated infringements.
There’s also a minimum sanctions cap, which
prevents the commission from imposing a
fine that is less than 4% of the company’s
turnover. The Act also allows the
Commission to impose periodic penalty
payments on undertakings of up to 5% of the
average daily turnover for each day's delay in
taking various actions, including replying to
an information request and complying with a
provision.
The European Parliament announced that it
reached an agreement on the law in late
March 2022. The legal text is currently being
finalized, but from the available details, it
appears that DMA rules will apply 6 months
after the law is passed and the law is likely to
fully come into effect in early 2024, giving
them a two year window for compliance.116

As per Spotify’s claim, Apple also
applied a series of technical and
experience-limiting restrictions that
make Spotify an inferior experience
in cases of non-payment of
commission.
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United
Kingdom

NA

Cases against Apple and Google have been
filed in the UK alleging (i) that Google
unfairly restricts consumers from accessing
competitive apps from other app distributors,
by requiring smartphone manufacturers to
pre-install a bundle of Google’s proprietary
apps and services including Google Play as
well as imposing other contractual and
technical restrictions; and (ii) that Apple uses
its dominant position by imposing restrictive
terms on app developers, stifling efforts by
other would-be distributors to offer app
purchasers better value for money, and
reaping excessive profits.
Also, the UK government’s Competition and
Markets Authority (CMA) launched an
investigation into Google and Apple’s
effective duopoly over the supply of
operating systems (iOS and Android), app
stores (App Store and Google Play), and web
browsers (Safari and Chrome). The
investigation is examining the amount of
power Google and Apple have in the
distribution of mobile apps and the extent to
which there are suitable alternatives to the
default app stores. It is also looking to
examine if Google and Apple are using their
position to launch competing apps and
services and if these are favored over thirdparty apps when showcased to consumers.
The CMA recently released an interim report
highlighting some of its findings.121 The final
report is expected to be published by 14th
June 2022.

Japan

NA

In September 2021, the Japan Fair Trade
Commission (JFTC) announced that it was
closing its investigation into Apple for
suspected abuse of dominance in relation to
its App Store. The investigation looked into
Apple’s anti-steering provisions for violation
of Japan’s Antimonopoly Act.
The investigation was closed because Apple
agreed to revise its App Store Guidelines by
allowing certain ‘read-only’ apps, such as

121
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Netflix and Spotify to refer to payment
options on websites.122
Later, it began investigating whether Apple
and Google are using their market dominance
to limit competition and leave consumers at a
disadvantage.123
China

NA

A Chinese consumer, Jin Xin, had filed an
antitrust lawsuit against Apple, demanding
the removal of the 30% commission on
purchases in the China App Store. He also
demanded allowing Chinese consumers to
make payments through wallets other than
Apple Pay, providing US $15,500 in
compensation and issuing a public apology.
China’s Supreme Court in September 2021
dismissed Apple’s plea and ruled that the
antitrust lawsuit against the company’s China
entity can proceed. In its plea, Apple argued
that the lawsuit should not be allowed
because its China entity does not deal with
App Store operations. The court, however,
said that Apple had potentially abused its
market position and undermined competition,
and hence the case can be heard.124

Russia

NA

In Russia, the Federal Anti-monopoly Service
(FAS) gave Apple a warning over abusing its
dominant position in the distribution market
for iOS apps and asked the company to
eliminate violations. The FAS also launched
an antitrust investigation into Apple’s App
Store for not allowing developers to link to
third-party payment systems. Apple, in
response, has started legal proceedings
against Russia’s anti-monopoly regulator.125
In April 2021, the FAS separately fined
Apple $12 million over complaints that it
unfairly cracked down on third-party parental
control apps. Kaspersky Lab had complained
to the FAS of being forced to limit the
functionality of its app in iOS.
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Netherlands

NA

The Dutch investigation into whether Apple's
practices amounted to an abuse of its
dominant market position was launched in
2019 but later reduced in scope to focus
primarily on dating apps. This included a
complaint from the Match Group, owner of
the popular dating service Tinder, which said
Apple's rules were hindering it from direct
communication with its customers about
payments.126
In October 2021, the Dutch antitrust
regulator, Authority for Consumers and
Markets (ACM), found that Apple’s rules
requiring app developers to use its own
payment system are anti-competitive. It
demanded changes in the company’s IAP
policies, giving it a deadline of 15th January
2022 to comply.
Apple announced some changes to comply
with this, but it reduced its commission by
only 3% for developers using other payment
systems. It also said that apps would have to
create new app binaries for the Dutch market,
and users would have to switch to a new
version of the app to pay through other
payment systems.
ACM found these changes unsatisfactory and
imposed weekly fines on Apple. The total
penalty as of 28th March 2022 amounted to
€50 million.127 Apple dropped the
requirement for separate app binaries after
the ten fines.
While Apple has submitted a revised
proposal to the ACM, the ACM is not
satisfied with the suggested changes and is
reportedly considering additional penalties.128

Australia

NA

The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) had launched an
investigation into the practices of Apple and
Google in September 2021. The aim of this
investigation was to examine issues including
the use and sharing of data by apps and the
extent of competition between Google and
Apple’s app stores. Based on the responses
by the industry, the regulator released a
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report concluding that Apple’s App Store and
Google’s Google Play have significant
market power in the distribution of mobile
apps in Australia. The commission also noted
some measures to address Apple and
Google’s app store dominance.129
France

NA

The French DGCRF (General Directorate for
Competition Policy, Consumer Affairs and
Fraud Control) has been investigating the
behavior of Google and Apple vis-à-vis app
developers.130
On 28th March 2022, the Paris Commercial
Court found that Google did not provide the
court with any real justification for the 30%
commission charged, as Google does not bear
any financial risk related to the development
of applications.
It noted that significant imbalance may result
from a mismatch of price to the service, and
that the commission rate charged
characterizes an asymmetry between the
parties that Google cannot justify. It also
noted that developers have no leeway in
negotiating the commission rate.
The court found that Google Play’s clauses
requiring application developers to set the
prices of their applications within a price
range defined by Google and requiring them
to let Google receive a 30% commission on
each sale, were in violation of France’s
Commercial Code. It gave Google time of
three months from the judgment to modify
these clauses.

Italy

NA

Italy’s Competition and Market Authority
(ACGM) found that Apple and Google
violated the Consumer Code – one for
information deficiencies and another for
aggressive practices regarding the acquisition
and use of consumer data.131
The ACGM took the view that Apple’s
approach denied users the ability to properly
exercise choice over commercial use of their
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data, and that their data acquisition practices
“condition” the user to accept its terms.
Similarly, it said that Google pre-sets user
acceptance of commercial processing of data,
and does not provide users with a clear
method to revoke consent for these data
transfers or otherwise change their choice
after account creation. It said that Google was
omitting information that it must have been
providing users, for them to decide whether
or not to consent to its use of their data for
commercial ends.
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